SIGNATUREBRIDGE
NetDocuments® and DocuSign® integration made simple

Secure, Cloud-based Document Management Meets
eSignature Management

SignatureBridge Bridges
the Gap

SignatureBridge from Trumpet, Inc. bridges the gap between your

++ Route Documents for eSignature

documents and your decisions, allowing you to automatically route

Send out files from NetDocuments

documents from NetDocuments for eSignature via DocuSign.

to multiple users for eSignature
using DocuSign.

NetDocuments is the leader in cloud-based document and e-mail
management, delivering the highest levels of security, predictability

++ Monitor eSignature Status

and usability to the legal market.

Instantly identify documents

DocuSign is changing how business gets done by empowering

signature status from within

anyone to transact anytime, anywhere, on any device with trust and

NetDocuments.

confidence. DocuSign keeps life moving forward.
Together, NetDocuments and DocuSign make it easy to securely
access, collaborate and manage documents that require signature. By
using SignatureBridge to combine them, you can increase productivity,
collaborate securely, and gain end-to-end document visibility.

routed for signature and monitor

++ Aggregate Signed Documents
Automatically
Once all signatures have been
captured, SignatureBridge
automatically checks the document
back into NetDocuments.

Get MORE Out of Your
eSignature and Document
Management Dollars
++ Increase Productivity
Easily and efficiently review,
comment, approve and sign
documents, reducing errors and
slashing agreement cycle times.

Close the Loop
One of the biggest challenges in managing multiple signatures across
hundreds or thousands of documents is ensuring that signed documents
are returned to a secure, easy-to-access system of record. SignatureBridge
closes the loop, ensuring that no signature and no document is left behind.
The Process is Simple
SignatureBridge ensures that digitally-signed documents are properly

++ Collaborate Securely
Control your documents and
eSignatures while maintaining a
clear audit trail.
++ Achieve End-to-End Process
Visibility

filed and maintained within NetDocuments by automatically checking the

Monitor eSignature status

documents out of system when they are routed for signature. Once they’ve

during the document’s entire

been signed using DocuSign, SignatureBridge checks them back in. At

lifecycle, identifying and

any point in the process, users can instantly monitor signature status and

eliminating bottlenecks.

identify the number of outstanding signatures.

The Solution is Clear
Contact Trumpet to learn more about SignatureBridge:
Email: sales@trumpetinc.com | Call: 480-961-6003
Online: trumpetinc.com
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